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Working Group’s Purpose

“To inform GOED as the agency seeks to create an infrastructure 
roadmap for the region that will diversify our regional economy 

& respond to the needs of industry while advancing realistic 

opportunities with proposed timelines & benchmarks that will 
help create jobs for Southern Nevadans.” 
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Norm Anderson - Chairman and CEO of CG/LA Infrastructure

• Not just the Nevada economy, but the economy of the entire country, is now moving into the “fourth industrial 
revolution”—a decade of disruption similar to what happened in the early 1900s with the advent of the internal 
combustion engine. 

• The forces of digitization & 5G technology will dramatically influence our economy going forward.

• State infrastructure banks that identify priority projects, conduct feasibility studies, & then bring resources to those 
projects, especially in a location like Nevada, will be key.

• In 1980, 80 percent of the infrastructure spent in the country came from the federal government through federal 
government transfers.  Last year it was 30 percent, meaning that the weight of responsibility for infrastructure on 
the states has increased pretty dramatically.

• The federal government is going to play a role, but it is not going to play the decisive role; it is local leadership that 
really matters right now because we have got to move fast—together. 
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Roland Stephens - SRI Center for Innovation, 

Strategy & Policy

Infrastructure is part of the answer. Southern 

Nevada is tied to Southern California & Phoenix, 

& then Northern Nevada with the Bay Area, & 

Eastern Nevada is tied to the Mountain West. 

Notably, the Southwest Triangle Cluster—Los 

Angeles to Phoenix to Las Vegas—has “close to 

53 million residents within a reasonable driving & 

trading distance.” 
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Nevada’s Three Megapolitan Clusters

Nevada’s Three Megapolitan Clusters



Roland Stephens - SRI Center for Innovation, Strategy and Policy:

• Nevada is not expected to have recovered fully from the pandemic, in terms of GDP growth, until 2022, but then things should 
start moving quickly. 

• Advanced manufacturing: Nevada should become “a world-class, zero carbon economy. Electrification is coming.” While there will be 
niche uses for carbon-based resources 10 years from now, everything else is going to be electrified. 

• “So. Nevada should become the home to the renewable energy & battery supply chain. Nevada should be home to electric vehicle 
technologies. Nevada should have its streets & its roadways & its other infrastructures set up for electrification.”

• Second, So. Nevada should become a remote work mecca. People already want to live here, people already want to come & play 
here, but all the attributes that matter are needed for remote work. The must-haves are strong reliability for power, for 
communications & connectivity to get to the airport. 

• Logistics: What role can Southern Nevada play in that tremendous opportunity afforded by the next adjacent to Southern 
California, the 5th largest economy on the globe? 

• Broadband: What is needed is complete grid interconnectivity. Greater interconnectivity would “allow Nevada to take advantage of 
more renewable energy sources, perhaps geothermal in the North, perhaps bring in wind power from elsewhere” (Wyoming, etc.).
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• If West Coast tech companies are going to consider Nevada, “they expect to buy 100 percent renewable energy for their 

facilities. So, you need the infrastructure to make that possible.” Electric vehicle charging infrastructure is one piece of the 
larger “smart city” puzzle. 

John Restrepo, RCG Economics:

• RCG Economics commissioned in 2020 by NAIOP-So. Nevada to examine the region’s land inventory & associated

economic impacts of having a scarcity of employment land. While the land shortage is well-known locally, many from 
outside the region wrongly presume there is a lot of developable land. 

• Land is often an overlooked but critical component of the production process, together with labor (especially skilled 
labor), capital, & technology. All four are key components for GOED to meet its target industry goals for the region. 

• Land scarcity started becoming an issue around 2004-5 when the economy was strong & growing rapidly. With the Great 
Recession in 2008 through 2015, the demand for land was reduced. Demand today is greatly outstripping remaining 

supply.
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2/25/2021: Meeting #1, cont.

• Given recent growth, land constraints are top of mind again, especially in the Valley. So. Nevada Economic 
Development & Conservation Act that is being discussed in Congress is critical. 

• To have a healthy economy, the region needs a healthy supply of land for development, balanced with a healthy, 
natural environment.

• Out of 19,000 acres of space that made the final parcel list, about 9,100 acres are most suited for development, 
approximately 45 percent of the total. 

• Since 19,000 acres is not a massive number, RCG compared that to how much demand there might be over the 
next 15 years or so.

• The latest employment projection for Clark County prepared by Woods & Poole, a respected forecasting firm, 
indicates that there will be demand for 14,100 acres of “employment land” uses through 2035. 

• The result is a deficit of 5,000 acres for employment land uses.
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Kris Sanchez, GOED:

• Inland ports & intermodal facilities have been discussed in Nevada for well over a decade. In 2011 the 

legislature approved a request for a study on the economic impact that an inland port or an intermodal facility 

would have on the Southern Nevada region. RCG Economics released a report on this in 2012 that examined 
freight flows across the region & macro region & made recommendations on an inland port intermodal facility. 

• Times have changed: Estimates from The Economist, McKinsey, & others project that the U.S. has experienced 
roughly 10 years of growth in e-commerce in just a year. In that light, there is a new lens for understanding So. 

Nevada’s role in the conveyance of freight & how intermodal or inland port facilities could benefit the region. 

• Neighboring states have also experienced some challenges in their efforts, meaning that we should consider the 

“pressure points” of the Port of Los Angeles & the Port of Oakland, understand how Nevada & this region 

specifically adds value to private industry & those facilities, & be cognizant that Utah has invested in building 
out a facility of their own over the past five years. 
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Michael Brown GOED: 

• Nevada might not have the infrastructure necessary for the economy to recover as it needs to. GOED uses a 

measure called the Hachman Index. It measures the economic diversification of states & counties. On a scale of 

100, Nevada ranked 67, while Utah ranked 98 & Arizona ranked 96.

• SRI’s recommendation includes investments in technology, light manufacturing, renewable energy, & health as 

the four areas to focus on, but to compete for light manufacturing & technology we are competing against Utah 
& Arizona head-to-head. 

• Between 2022 & 2024, American manufacturing—assisted by the incoming administration—will begin to 
onshore many of their operations to North America, though not necessarily the United States; Canada & 

Mexico will be competing for the same investments. 

• Over four years McKinsey expects there to be billions of dollars of new investment returning to the United 

States as companies attempt to restore their supply lines. 
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Kyle Chapman, Senior Policy Advisor to Senator Cortez Masto: 

• So. Nevada Economic Development & Conservation Act, also known as the Clark County Lands Bill, on March 3rd of this year.  

Broadly, has 3 pillars.

• Robust commitment to conservation, providing permanent conservation designations to over 2 million acres in So. Nevada, including

41,000 acres to be held in trust for the Moapa Band of Paiutes.

• 51,000-acre expansion for Red Rock.

• At the request of Clark County, 350,000 acres specifically set aside for desert species habitat conservation 

• 120,000 acres for new OHV recreation areas 

• Almost 340,000 acres of new wilderness in Clark County

• 1.3 million acres of wilderness designated specifically within the Desert National Wildlife Refuge.

• As So. Nevada rebuilds its post-pandemic economy & anticipates adding another 820,000 residents (approximately) by 2060, it does

so in the midst of threats from climate change. 

• To ensure So. Nevada's future is healthy, livable, & climate-resilient, Clark County already launched initiatives to develop 

community-wide sustainability & climate-action plans. At the base of the initiatives for both of those projects is an expansion of the 

1998 So. Nevada Public Land Management Act (“SNPLMA”) disposal boundary. 
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• Today, the SNPLMA boundary encompasses just over 70,000 acres & it is estimated that over 27,000 acres are left to 

accommodate a few more years of growth. 

• Ultimately, the senator's legislation alters SNPLMA in three ways. The biggest change is that the current SNPLMA 

boundary is expanded by another 42,000 acres, with the bulk of that expansion on the southern edge of the County along 
& east of I-15 toward Jean. 

• “… Overall, with the larger expansion of the SNPLMA boundary in the Las Vegas Valley & those modifications to the outer areas, 
the bill would provide a net increase of over 30,000 acres for future potential residential or commercial development in the 

county.” 

Michael Sussman, CEO, Strategic Rail Finance: 

• “Seventy percent of every truck moving anywhere in the state [of Nevada] is in the process of driving to & from California, which 
means that all of the industrial development that has occurred & that is about to occur without us interceding is going to 

continue as truck-centric growth. In fact, of all the freight moving in Nevada by truck or by rail, only 4 percent of it moves by rail 

to or from a Nevada business. Of 188 warehouses that have been built in Nevada alongside rail lines, only part of one uses rail.” 
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• “The nature of supply chain & freight-based economic development should call all of us to let go of the idea of 

competing with our neighboring states. Those states are where our supply chains originate & terminate,” so we have 
to focus on collaboration.

Chris Gutierrez, President, Kansas City SmartPort:

• Technology of distribution & manufacturing is critical at the moment as we face tight labor & workforce 

markets. Automation & new technologies are growing to offset labor needs so capital investments are 
increasing, & smart cities & smart infrastructure—like roads that “talk” to vehicles—is moving so fast that it has 

to be a focus of infrastructure growth conversations. 

• Nevada has a tremendous opportunity if it takes the right steps to create the rail service to California that is 

missing. At present, Nevada has relatively few trains in transit & So. Nevada does not have intermodal service 

to & from California— only to Chicago. 
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Pierce Homer:

• When it comes to freight complexes, there are different types & different paths to arrive at them. 

• The point is you should not necessarily lock into what you think you want today—look at examples in other locations. 
Finally, understanding the different interests of a railroad versus a seaport & a seaport versus its owner (which might be 

a municipal entity) is important.
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Contact Info:
John Restrepo

jrestrepo@rcgecon.com
702-967-3188 ext. 101
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